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➜ We combine their benefits and furnish the first p-norm spectral clustering algorithm applicable to large-scale data for shared-memory machines.

Nonlinear spectral clustering

For a graph G(V,E,W) with n vertices
and m edges:

• Scalar function
ϕp(x) = |x|p−1sign(x), and p-norm
∥u∥p = p

√∑n
i=1 |ui|p for p ∈ (1, 2].

• p-Laplacian operator
(∆pu)i =

∑
j∈V Wijϕp (ui − uj)
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Calculate a multiway partition using k eigenvectors of ∆p ∈ Rn×n.

2-spectral clustering

min
U∈Rn×k

F2(U) = Tr (U⊺LU) ,

s.t. U⊺U = I.
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p-spectral clustering

minimize
U∈Gr(k,n)

Fp(U) =
k∑
l

n∑
i,j=1

wij|uli − ulj|p

2∥ul∥pp
.

Optimization on the manifold

• Software package ROPTLIB.
github.com/whuang08/ROPTLIB

• Newton’s method on the
Grassmann.

Numerical results

Gaussian datasets with an increasing number of clusters k ∈
{2, . . . , 61}, nodes n = 400 ∗ k, and edges m ∈ {4902, . . . , 160312}.

✔ Superior results over competing spectral methods in terms of balanced graph cut
metrics (RCut), and accuracy of classification (NMI).

Scalability studies in Delaunay graphs after expressing the objective,

gradient, Hessian, and the k-means step, in C++ GraphBLAS terms.

➜ Up to 32 threads for the mid-scale cases of node size n ∈ [216, 219], up to 88
threads for large-scale cases with n ∈ [220, 223]. Edge distribution is m ≈ 6 ∗ n.
✔ On average, the parallel execution of the algorithm is 5.5× faster than its
sequential variant for the mid-scale tests, and 6.4× faster for the large-scale cases.

✔ Run-time of smallest case (Del. 16) was ∼ 300 sec, and of the largest one (Del. 23)
∼ 20 hours. Only the GraphBLAS components of the algorithm exhibit excellent
weak scalability for the large-scale graphs.

A C++ GraphBLAS algorithm

Design

https://github.com/DmsPas/Multiway-
p-spectral-clustering

➤ C++11 implementation.

➤ Algebraic containers for sparse matrices and vec-
tors (grb::Vector).

➤ Subroutines for I/O from and to the ROPTLIB
data structures.

➤ Algebraic structure of the ring of real numbers to
parallelize the SpMV operations (grb::vxm).

➤ Leveraging the auto-parallelisation shared-
memory capabilities.

Implementation
Compute η 7→ Hη = (Hℓηℓ)kℓ=1 for arbitrary

η ∈ Rk×n.
Algorithm 1 Hessian evaluation

Input:

η, a k × n matrix

(D[ℓ])kℓ=1, where each D[ℓ] = diag(Hℓ)

(H[ℓ])kℓ=1, where each H[ℓ] = diag(Hℓ)−Hℓ

Output: r, the result of η 7→ Hη

1: std::vector<grb::Vector<double>> grb eta, grb res

2: grb::Vector<double> v, w

3: ROPTLIBtoGRB(η, grb eta)

4: for ℓ = 1 to k do

5: grb::set(v, 0)

6: grb::vxm(v, grb eta[ℓ], H[ℓ], reals ring)

7: grb::eWiseApply(w, grb eta[ℓ]),D[ℓ]

grb::operators::mul<double>())

8: grb::eWiseApply(grb res[ℓ], w, v,

grb::operators::subtract<double>())

9: end for

10: GRBtoROPTLIB(grb res, r);

11: return r

Open source library

https://github.com/Algebraic-

Programming/ALP

① Sequential programs.

② Nonblocking shared-memory auto-parallelised pro-
grams.

③ Sequential programs with HyperDAG representa-
tions.

④ Distributed-memory auto-parallelised implemen-
tations.

⑤ Hybrid shared- and distributed-memory auto-
parallelised programs.
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